What’s Next for the Next Generation of Endpoint Protection?

Introducing exciting innovations in complete protection, complete performance, and complete simplicity that deliver the next generation of endpoint security.

Complete Protection

Integrated Security
Integrated security modules share intelligence and learn from each other to deliver stronger, faster, and simpler protection for your organization.

Detailed Threat Forensics
Security modules provide more details on attack sources and destinations to deliver actionable intelligence explained in user understandable language.

Complete Performance

Functionality Deduplication
New common services layer and unified memory protection maximize performance and eliminate redundancies and complexities of deploying multiple products to a single system.

Zero Impact User Scans
Resource-based smart scanning ensures scans only run when the device is not in use and is capable of resuming after shutdown or restart.

Complete Simplicity

Touch Friendly Modern User Interface
New modern user interface is highly intuitive, easy to navigate, and features support for touch screens.

Accelerated and Simplified Deployment
Save time and stress downloading and installing McAfee ePO, configuring policies, and deploying endpoint products with a single click and installation within minutes.

Visit www.mcafee.com/nextgenendpoint to learn more.